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ABSTRACT
In﻿ a﻿world﻿ of﻿ ever-growing﻿ customer﻿ data,﻿ businesses﻿ are﻿ required﻿ to﻿ have﻿ a﻿ clear﻿ line﻿ of﻿
sight﻿ into﻿what﻿ their﻿ customers﻿ think﻿ about﻿ the﻿ business,﻿ its﻿ products,﻿ people﻿ and﻿ how﻿ it﻿
treats﻿ them.﻿Insight﻿ into﻿ these﻿critical﻿areas﻿for﻿a﻿business﻿will﻿aid﻿ in﻿ the﻿development﻿of﻿a﻿
robust﻿customer﻿experience﻿strategy﻿and﻿in﻿turn﻿drive﻿loyalty﻿and﻿recommendations﻿to﻿others﻿
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procedures﻿can﻿be﻿applied﻿ to﻿ the﻿data﻿as﻿ required.﻿Textual﻿data﻿contains﻿ lots﻿of﻿ small﻿yet﻿highly﻿
frequently-used﻿words:﻿“at,”﻿“the,”﻿“or,”﻿“for”﻿etc.﻿To﻿analyse﻿the﻿frequency﻿of﻿words﻿in﻿a﻿text﻿block,﻿
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Figure 1. End to End Text Mining Process (Harris, 2018)
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customer﻿experience﻿metric.﻿NPS﻿ is﻿ still﻿ a﻿popular﻿customer﻿ loyalty﻿measurement﻿despite﻿ recent﻿
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Figure 2. Basic American Customer Satisfaction Index model (ACSI, 2018)
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Figure 3. N-Gram example (Maiolo, 2015)
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in﻿which﻿ the﻿system﻿is﻿ trained﻿to﻿ learn﻿ if﻿any﻿new﻿input﻿ is﻿given.﻿Rule-based﻿approaches﻿ tend﻿to﻿
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variables﻿and﻿can﻿be﻿used﻿by﻿ investigating﻿ the﻿ relationship﻿between﻿ two﻿quantitative,﻿continuous﻿
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with﻿the﻿columns﻿Review,﻿Sentiment﻿and﻿Polarity.﻿This﻿enabled﻿the﻿reader﻿to﻿view﻿the﻿output﻿from﻿


































into﻿numerical﻿ feature﻿vectors.﻿This﻿ technique﻿employs﻿ tokenization,﻿counting﻿and﻿normalization﻿
of﻿the﻿data﻿and﻿is﻿commonly﻿referred﻿to﻿Bag﻿of﻿Words﻿or﻿“Bag﻿of﻿n-grams”﻿representation.﻿Using﻿
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given﻿to﻿the﻿product﻿increases﻿also.﻿Which﻿would﻿make﻿sense﻿but﻿since﻿there﻿is﻿not﻿a﻿strong﻿correlation﻿
























Figure 4. Pearson Correlation
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Figure﻿12﻿there﻿ is﻿no﻿distinct﻿difference﻿between﻿the﻿ two﻿distributions﻿ indicating﻿that﻿ there﻿ is﻿no﻿
significant﻿difference﻿between﻿brands.
4.1. Word Frequency







Figure 5. Spearman Correlation
Figure 6. Review v Review Length by Ratings
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category﻿based﻿on﻿ the﻿range﻿used.﻿Neutral﻿Reviews﻿seems﻿ to﻿have﻿a﻿ reasonable﻿volume﻿with﻿ the﻿
narrow﻿range﻿taken﻿into﻿consideration﻿and﻿there﻿are﻿a﻿smaller﻿number﻿of﻿Negative﻿reviews﻿compared﻿
Figure 8. Heat Map
Figure 7. Regression Plot of Price v Rating
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Figure 9. Rating v Review Length Regression plot
Figure 10. Kernel Density Estimate
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counts.﻿However,﻿ in﻿practice,﻿ fractional﻿ counts﻿ such﻿as﻿ tf-idf﻿ also﻿work.﻿The﻿Multinomial﻿Naïve﻿
Bayes﻿model﻿had﻿a﻿93%﻿accuracy﻿rate﻿when﻿predicting﻿a﻿Rating﻿of﻿1﻿and﻿a﻿96%﻿accuracy﻿rate﻿when﻿
predicting﻿a﻿Rating﻿of﻿5,﻿with﻿an﻿overall﻿model﻿accuracy﻿of﻿96%﻿The﻿f1-score﻿of﻿90%﻿and﻿97%,﻿with﻿
Figure 12. Apple Kernel Density Estimate
Figure 11. Samsung Kernel Density Estimate
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Figure 13. Word Frequency Chart
Figure 14. Word Cloud
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Figure 16. Reviews, Sentiment and Polarity Table
Figure 15. Sentiment Frequency Chart
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4.2. Normalisation of Polarity








Figure 17. Positive Review Word Cloud
Figure 18. Negative Review Word Cloud
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metrics﻿ strategy.﻿The﻿key﻿analysis﻿ and﻿ultimately﻿ the﻿ findings﻿of﻿ this﻿ research﻿centre﻿ around﻿ the﻿
normalisation﻿of﻿the﻿polarity﻿score﻿from﻿the﻿sentiment﻿analysis﻿to﻿align﻿with﻿the﻿corresponding﻿rating﻿
given﻿by﻿the﻿customer﻿for﻿that﻿product.﻿It﻿was﻿noticeable﻿that﻿a﻿large﻿distribution﻿of﻿ratings﻿fell﻿into﻿
Figure 20. Accuracy and Weighted Average Table
Figure 19. Confusion Matrix (additional variables)
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Figure 21. Normalised Polarity Distribution for Rating 5
Figure 22. Normalised Polarity Distribution for Rating 1
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Figure 23. Rating 1,3,4 & 5 Polarity Distribution
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leading﻿ indicators﻿ of﻿ customers’﻿ behaviour,﻿ this﻿ should﻿ be﻿ supplemented﻿with﻿ a﻿ formal﻿
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